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Abstract.

The 2D edge plasma density distribution around ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) antennae is studied

experimentally and numerically in the tokamak Tore Supra (TS). A local density decrease in front of the loaded

ICRH antenna ("pump-out" effect) is demonstrated by Langmuir probe measurements in a low recycling regime.

An up-down asymmetry in the heat-flux and in the antenna erosion is also observed, and is associated with

poloidal variations of the local density. These density redistributions are ascribed to an ExB convection process

linked with RF-sheaths. To assess this interpretation, the 2D transport code CELLS was developed for modeling

the density distribution near an antenna. The code takes into account perpendicular diffusion, parallel transport

and convection in RF-sheath-driven potentials given by the 3D-antenna code ICANT. The strong density

differences obtained in simulations reproduce up-down asymmetries of the heat fluxes.

1. Introduction.

The importance of heating in ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) in actual and

next-step fusion devices is now well established. In the frame of the CIMES project on Tore

Supra (TS), plasma pulses of order ~ 1000s will have to be sustained with 10-12MW ICRH

and -12MW lower-hybrid power [1,2]. Experiments on TS [3-6] and many other tokamaks

[7-13] have shown that in order to obtain robust and effective performance of the ICRH

system, attention must be paid not only to the physics of heating scenarios and coupling

optimization but also to certain critical RF-plasma edge interaction problems. In the prospect

of upgrading the launchers for CIMES, it is necessary to have coherent physical pictures for

these edge-RF processes, as well as spatially resolved quantitative estimates of their

magnitude.

The primary consequence of the edge-RF processes is an excessive heat load on the

antenna surface. Among the several heating mechanisms at play in the vicinity of TS

antennas, the most deleterious effect for ICRH operation is a non-resonant phenomenon

causing bright spots on the bottom-right corner of a Faraday screen (FS). The fluxes of ions

accelerated in the RF-driven sheaths near antennae are believed to be responsible for the

parasitic impurity sputtering, arcs and the "hot spots" on the antenna surface [8-14]. hi such a

process, the parallel RF near field tends to enhance the parallel electron losses to the plasma
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facing components (PFCs). As a response, the DC plasma potential on an open field line is

"rectified" [14] to a value well above the thermal level. The ions are accelerated in the

parallel direction by this large potential difference with the wall, so that the parallel heat

fluxes are increased, and the ions reach a sufficient energy to cause significant sputtering. On

Tore-Supra, the most intense heat loads and damages of the FS are mainly located on the

lower part of the antennae. In the context of RF-sheaths, such a result is surprising : from

considerations of symmetry, one indeed expects similar rectified potentials near the lower-

right and upper-left FS corners.

Edge-RF phenomena also affect the plasma density. Density profile modifications

during ICRH were observed in many fusion devices [3,11-12,19-23]. In this paper we are

mainly concerned with local changes of the density distribution in the scrape-off layer (SOL).

Generally, a global density rise is also observed in the plasma center during RF pulses. This

process will not be discussed here. It can be discriminated from its time-scale, of the order of

the global particle confinement time, i.e. greatly slower than the SOL response time. A

decrease of the density and a flattening of the gradient was observed in the antenna private

zone of TEXTOR [22], TFTR and DIII-D [20]. On the TO-2 tokamak [23] this "pump-out"

effect was only observed after a boronization of the chamber and was otherwise masked by

enhanced recycling during ICRH. In section (2.2), we also report similar results on Tore

Supra. Previous measurements on Tore-Supra with a reciprocating Langmuir probe [3], and

on ASDEX-U [21] also suggest that the density variations depend on the location of the

measurements.

The leading explanation for the RF-induced local density modifications also relies on

RF-sheaths. It is based on a E x B convection generated in front of the ICRH antenna because

of differential biasing of nearby flux tubes through the sheath process [11-12,16,19]. The

model in one dimension, taking into account plasma RF-induced convection [19] predicted a

flattening of poloidally averaged density profiles in front of powered antennae. This

prediction was consistent with edge profile measurements by reflectometry [20].

The aim of the present paper is to propose a common explanation to the several

measurements on TS, within the framework of RF-driven plasma convection. While most

earlier studies aimed at predicting the "space-averaged" effect of ExB transport near the

antenna structure [11, 19], we will also be interested in the strong poloidal asymmetries in the

2D (radial-poloidal) density mapping produced by the convection. The modifications in the

particle distribution can in turn induce a change in the RF-induced heat fluxes, which are

proportional to the product of the density and the rectified potential. Hence, by playing on the



density distribution, the observed asymmetric heat-load patterns can be made compatible with

the expected symmetric RF-potential map.

This interpretation is tested via numerical simulations of RF-sheath effects on Tore Supra,

with a realistic account of the antenna and plasma geometries. A scheme is following:

1) The RF near field around the TS antenna structure is calculated by 3D antenna code

ICANT [25].

2) Integration of parallel electric field along open field lines connections between

different antenna's parts and yielding a mapping of the static RF-sheath potential.

3) The evolution of the density is then computed in presence of RF-induced

convection, using the plasma potential rectified by the RF.

There are however several major differences with earlier [11,19] approaches :

- the computation of the RF near field is performed in a self-consistent way with the 3D-

antenna code ICANT, especially adapted to the Tore Supra antenna geometry [25,26]. The

code takes into account the presence of the plasma as a load for the RF wave. RF-sheath-

driven potential distribution are then estimated from the output of ICANT, via field line

tracing and ID RF-sheath theory for the potential rectification [16,18].

- Instead of an averaged ID profile in front of the antennae [19], the 2D structure of the

density distribution is investigated in a selected poloidal cross section of the machine. For this

purpose, a 2D fluid transport code, CELLS, was developed, taking into account cross-field

diffusion, RF-induced convection and parallel transport losses.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 the spatial structure of the

experimental heat loads on a powered TS antenna is presented, as well as several series of

density measurements with Langmuir probes in the TS antenna shadow. In section 3 the

numerical procedure of antenna-plasma edge interaction modeling is described : successively

RF near field computations (3.1), magnetic connections mapping (3.2), RF-sheath modeling

(3.2), and the 2D density transport fluid model use d in CELLS (3.3). This procedure is

implemented for density and heat load numerical simulations for dipole and monopole

phasing of the TS antenna (3.4). The main results are discussed in section 4.

2. Experimental observations.

Tore Supra is equipped with three resonant double loop ICRF antennae, named Ql,

Q4 and Q5, in relation with their port in the vacuum vessel. They have a nominal power of 3-

4 MW each. Originally, the ICRF antennae were protected against thermal fluxes from the

plasma by a frame of actively cooled carbon tiles. Since 1998 the tiles on antennae Ql and Q5

were progressively replaced by a set of lateral protections (or bumpers) which shadow the



upper and lower parts of the Faraday Screens (FS) and can support thermal loads of the order

of 10MW/m2 in steady state [1,2]. Figure 1 is a picture of antenna Ql with this new setup.

2.1. Asymmetric "hot spots" distribution on RF antenna surface.

The "hot spots" and arcs were present on the Faraday screens (FS) during RF heating

in TS and leaded under certain critical conditions (mainly high power, high density) to the

release of metallic impurities and sometimes to plasma disruptions [4,5]. Inspection of

antenna Ql at shutdown revealed an erosion of the FS near the bottom-right comer. The

eroded zone is circled on Figure 1. Traces of arcs were noted on the right side of the FS, and

on the right lateral protection.

The thermal behaviour of ICRH antenna front faces has been monitored by means of

infrared and visible light cameras [4,5] (see Figure 2). From this systematic study, the local

RF field, the local density in front of the antennae, and geometrical factors, were suspected to

be relevant parameters influencing the "hot spot" intensity. These parametric dependencies, as

well as the "hot spot" location near an antenna comer, point to a RF-sheath phenomenon. As

shown in [16] for typical ICRH antenna structure RF-sheath driving potential have maximum

in the comers of FS, hence the erosion of FS comers is mostly expected. The toroidal gap of

4cm between the FS and the lateral protections was suspected to play a deleterious role with

the bumpers on antenna Ql, by creating localized high RF voltages between the two elements.

To reduce the observed problems, the ICRH antennae were modified at shutdown. The

bottom-right FS comer was rounded and direct electrical connections were established

between the four FS comers and lateral protections, to reduce possibly high voltages.

Although the "hot spots" did not completely disappear, they were sufficiently reduced to

allow a normal operation of the antennae, and no more trace of arc was reported.

The top-left comer is symmetric with the lower-right comer, in terms of both antenna

and magnetic field geometry. However, it showed no damage. This observation is consistent

with both visible light (CCD) and infra-red (IR) films, which systematically showed large

poloidal asymmetry in the heat load patterns. In Figure 2 the "hot spots" on the antenna

surfaces are mainly situated in the lower part of FS (view from plasma). In the context of RF-

sheaths, such a heat load asymmetry is quite unexpected. Indeed, the geometrical symmetry of

the antenna induces a symmetry of the magnetic field connections around the structure. An

ideal antenna, phased in dipole, is supposed to radiate a symmetrical RF field. Strictly

speaking some asymmetry arises in the near field due to the plasma anisotropy. Yet similar

sheath driving potentials are expected near the bottom-right and top-left FS comers. In this

paper, a possible explanation of such an asymmetry of the antenna "hot spots" appearance and

erosion is investigated. The intensity of the local heat fluxes due to RF-sheaths is not only



proportional to the driving RF-potential, but also to the local density on the flux tube where

the sheath develops. Experimentally, it was observed that the "hot spot" intensity on Tore

Supra antennae increased with the local density close to the launcher [5]. Sheath power

dissipation estimates are generally made under the assumption of homogeneous density

around the antenna. But, while the mapping of the RF potential exhibits symmetry, the local

density distribution may actually be different in the top-left and bottom-right corners of the

FS, leading to an asymmetric heat-load pattern. This hypothesis was a motivation of the

present experimental and 2D numerical studies of the density modifications around powered

ICRF launchers.

2.2 Density measurements with Langmuir probes on the limiter.

The evolution of the local density in the vicinity of powered ICRF antennae has been

studied in many fusion devices [3,11-12,19-23]. The new data presented here were obtained

by a Langmuir probe on the Tore Supra Outboard Pumped Limiter (OPL), which was used as

the main limiter in all the experiments. The probe was mounted near the equatorial plane in

the limiter throat, and was located radially 37mm behind the Last Closed Magnetic Surface

(LCMS). When the ICRF antennae were operated, the tip of their lateral protections was

located radially between 15mm and 30mm behind the LCMS. Figure 4 shows the magnetic

connections of the OPL with nearby objects in the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) for shot TS27214,

with a safety factor q{a) = 3 at the plasma edge. In these conditions the probe is in the shadow

of the upper-left part of antenna Ql. Antenna Q5 is located several meters away from the

OPL, and is not connected with this limiter for q(a)~3. Density measurements were made

every 8ms.

The density behavior on shot TS27214, with 1MW of ICRF power, is illustrated in

Figure 5. The core plasma density is characterized by a line-integrated interferometer

measurement. Real-time comparison of this measurement with a predetermined target value is

used to feedback-control the particle fuelling by gas puffing. When the RF power is turned on,

the line-integrated density rises for a few hundreds of milliseconds, and then stabilizes. At the

same time the gas-puffing rate is reduced. For similar power levels, the core density has

similar responses to successive RF pulses by antennae Q5 and Ql respectively. When antenna

Q5 is energized, the density on the Langmuir probe increases by approximately 20%, with

respect to its reference value in the ohmic phase. On the other hand, when antenna Ql is

powered, the density on the probe decreases by 30%. The drop at the beginning of the pulse,

and the recovery at the end of the RF phase, occur between two successive measurements of

the Langmuir probe, i.e. in less than 8ms after the additional power is switched on or off.

Although the timescale of this "pump-out" phenomenon could not be resolved, it is far faster
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than the response of the core density, and this points to a local process in the SOL.

Comparison between core and edge densities, and between the RF pulses suggests that the

"pump-out" effect visualized on the probe is localized in the shadow of the connected antenna

Ql, and is sensitive to the local RF field in the vicinity of this specific launcher. From core

density, gas-puffing rate and other edge signals, it can be inferred that antenna Ql and Q5

behave in the same way. So, a similar "pump-out" might have been created in the vicinity of

antenna Q5, but could not be detected due to the absence of short-range magnetic connection

with the OPL probe.

It may be argued that the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics on the Langmuir probe

are disturbed during the RF phase, and yield a bad determination of the local density.

Generally the I-V characteristics are more perturbed if the probe is connected to the powered

antenna. This perturbations might appear because of RF-sheath creation on the probe-antenna

connection, or due to an increase of density and potential fluctuations. But it is still possible to

define a saturation current from the measurements, and the observed substantial drop of the

density is well outside the error bars.

hi the rest of this section, the characteristics of the "pump-out" phenomenon are

investigated. The decrease of the edge plasma density on the upper part of the antenna Ql was

observed most clearly during one or two experimental days following a boronization of the

vacuum vessel. Figure 6 shows probe measurements on a typical shot far after boronization.

Although the probe reaction is still different for antennae Ql and Q5, no real density drop is

measured any more, contrary to the Figure 5. Similar correlation with wall conditioning were

made on other machines [23]. This can be interpreted as a competition, in the antenna

vicinity, between a density depletion by the "pump-out", and a density increase by recycling.

In Figure 5, it was already noticed that a "pump-out" is only recorded when antenna Ql is

energized. In Figures 7.a and 7.b, two consecutive pulses are compared, with similar density

conditions in Ohmic regime, but with respectively 1 and 1.5MW of additional power during

the RF pulse. The higher the power on Ql antenna, the more pronounced the density drop. In

the pulses of Figure 7, the RF frequency was 42MHz, whereas on figure 5 it was 48MHz. In

both cases, no high harmonic cyclotron resonance was present in the vicinity of the antenna.

So the phenomenon at play is probably non-resonant, and does not depend on the frequency

or heating scenario. A series of pulses was performed for different radial distances from the

RF antennae to the plasma, at a constant RF power of 1MW. They are presented in Figures

8.a, 8.b and 8.c. As the antenna moved towards the plasma, the Langmuir probe measuring the

density, and mounted on the fixed limiter, was connected to the antenna structure at different

radial locations. Figures 8 show a progressive attenuation of measured density drop when the
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plasma-antenna distance changes from Ai?=1.5cm to A/?=2.5cm. hi the three cases however,

there is still a difference of response between antenna Ql and Q5. These measurements are

interpreted as an indication of the radial variations of the pump-out phenomenon, in front of

the antenna. They give a characteristic radial scale length of a few centimeters.

3. Modeling antenna-edge interaction.

RF-sheaths, which are suspected to create the "hot spots", can also generate particle

transport in the antenna vicinity. Indeed, intense localized gradients of the plasma potential

arise, due to the differential biasing of nearby flux tubes by sheath rectification. Previous

measurements on Tore Supra [3] suggest that the plasma potential is indeed modified around

powered antennae, that the modification is local and changes along the antenna structure. In

these conditions, ExB particle convection sets-in [11,19], whose first consequence is a change

of the poloidally averaged density in front of the antenna. Density profile modifications in

front of powered antennae, measured experimentally [20], were already attributed to that

mechanism [19]. But besides, convection breaks the geometrical up-down symmetry in the

transport equation, and reorganizes the density distribution around the antenna. Assuming that

the rectified potential decreases away from the antenna, it can be deduced that the DC electric

field points radially inward. Given the direction of the toroidal field on Tore Supra,

convective cells are thus suspected to flow from the top to the bottom of the antenna (see

Figure 12), i.e. density depletion is expected in the upper part, and over-density at the lower.

For more quantitative insight into this phenomenon, and more detailed description of its

spatial structure, numerical simulation in realistic geometry is necessary.

Computing self-consistently the evolution of the plasma potential and of the local

density in the complex geometry of an RF antenna is presently beyond our numerical

capabilities. In this paper, focused on the spatial structure of the density patterns around TS

antennae, the realism of the geometry was favored, at the expense of self-consistency. In the

spirit of Ref. [16], the modeling was divided into successive modules :

-The RF near field around the antenna structure was calculated in the absence of

plasma perturbation, by means of an antenna code.

-Integration of these 3D RF fields along open field lines produced a 2D mapping of the

RF generated sheath potential.

-The evolution of the plasma density in the rectified potential map was evaluated in a

poloidal cross-section with a 2D fluid transport code.

These three steps are successively described, and the assumptions used for the modeling are

discussed. Section 3.4 then presents the simulation results.

3.1 3D electric field maps near TS antenna.



Self-consistent calculations of the 3D electric field patterns between the FS and the plasma

have been made with the ICANT code, using a realistic model of the TS antenna Ql [24,25].

The ICANT code solves the antenna radiation problem using a finite boundary element

technique combined with a spectral solution of the interior problem. The geometry used in

ICANT is a 3D slab, where the x, y and z coordinates correspond respectively to the radial,

poloidal and toroidal directions. Periodicity in y and z is introduced to account for the original

toroidal geometry of the simulated region. Maxwell's equations are Fourier-transformed in y

and z, yielding a discrete spectrum with k//=N///R and ky=Ny/a, N// and Ny integer, a and R

being the minor and major radius of the plasma. In order to achieve the required spatial

resolution of l-2cm for the map, the RF field wave-number spectrum was calculated up to

iV//=±450 and Ny=±150. The structure of the RF near-field is affected by the presence of the

plasma as a load for the radiated wave. Although Maxwell's equations were solved in the

vacuum within the simulated space domain, a vacuum-plasma boundary condition was given

by a spectral impedance matrix, where the fast wave propagation in the inhomogeneous

plasma was taken into account, while the slow wave was stopped at the plasma boundary [27].

In the present version of ICANT the DC magnetic field in the boundary conditions has only a

toroidal component Bz. This determines the wave polarization at the boundary of the

simulation. In Figure 9.a and 9.b one can see the simplified TS antenna geometry used in

ICANT, with two straps, a thick antenna box, a Faraday screen, a septum and two bumper limiters. The

FS bars are tilted by 7°. with respect to the the toroidal direction, in order to be aligned with the local

magnetic field for q(d)~3. The radial structure of the model antenna is also presented and will be

discussed in the next section. Due to the slab approximation, the RF antenna and the last

magnetic surface have the same curvature in the code. All antenna parts are electrically connected

by the chamber wall which is not presented in Figure 9. To keep a reasonable number of current

elements in the antenna structure, and a reasonable space resolution for the RF field, the

number of bars of Faraday screen was reduced to A^=6, versus ^ = 3 3 in the real antenna. For

similar reasons, the antenna box was made thicker than it is in reality to speed up the

computation. For the ICANT simulations presented here, the plasma parameters used reflect

typical Tore Supra pulses during D(H) minority RF heating : RF frequency ,F=48MHz, central

magnetic field £0=3.2T, electron temperature Te(r)=(Te(0)-Te(a))(l-(r/a)2)2+Te(a),

re(0)=1.5keV, Te(a)=0.2keV; density ne(r)=(ne(O)-ne(a)){Hrlaf)+ne(a), ne(0)=4.5xl019m-3,

«e(a)=8xl018m"3, exponential density profiles in the SOL, with a decay length of 5cm. The

computed RF fields were normalized to correspond to 1MW ICRF power coupled to the

plasma. The most important output of the ICANT code for sheath creation is the parallel



electric field near the antenna: Eu ~ Ez(x,y,z)Gxp(icot) since its integration over nearby

magnetic connections gives the RF-sheath driving voltage. Ez is zero at the plasma boundary,

since the slow wave (SW) is not allowed to propagate into the plasma. Far from IC resonances

the component E// decreases rapidly at the plasma edge with a characteristic radial scale about

a skin-depth5 ~ = 5.3 x 105/V«[c/n~3] ~ lcmfor n = 0.3 x 10I8m"^. However the RF near

field was evaluated in the vacuum. To take into account the decrease of En in the plasma in

comparison with vacuum in the following calculations, a correcting factor F was applied to

the output of ICANT. F was taken exponentially decreasing from the bumpers to the plasma

with atypical characteristic length of d~lcm.

F=\ *' x>Xbmp' n i n

Figure 10 presents typical ICANT maps of the imaginary part of Ez in front of antenna in

dipole phasing. Figure lO.a is a cut atx=-25mm, i.e. radially between the front face of the FS

and the ends of the bumpers (see Figure 9.b). Superimposed on the map is a sketch of the

metallic elements introduced in the ICANT code. Figure lO.b is a similar mapping in the

poloidal plane z=5cm. The structure of the near field is affected by the presence of the nearby

metallic objects, and strongly differs from the far field approximations sometimes used to

evaluate sheath effects. One can see that Ez is enhanced near each FS corner. Poloidal

modulations of the Ez field are explained by the presence of the FS bars. The calculated

parallel field amplitude in front of FS of Tore Supra antenna reaches 35kV/m in dipole

phasing for 1MW of coupled power (Figure lO.a).

3.2. Magnetic connections and RF potential integration.

As second step in the numerical computations, the magnetic field line structure was

determined in the vicinity of the ICRF antenna. Two field line tracing codes were available.

The first one, CONNECT_REAL, takes into account the real TS antenna structure and the

complete local magnetic field, with a poloidal component and a correction to the toroidal field

due to the magnetic ripple. Figure 3 is an output of the CONNECT_REAL code, representing

the launcher with one flux tube originated in the lower-right FS corner. Figure 3 shows that,

in front view, but also in projection onto the (0,(p) plane, real field lines are well approximated

by tilted straight lines, to the transverse radial direction, the field lines are curved by the

magnetic ripple. The second line-tracing code, CONNECT_SIMPLE, is appropriate for the

antenna structure and magnetic topology used in ICANT. The mapping L//(x,y) in the

reference plane z=0, as computed with CONNECT_SIMPLE, is presented in Figure 11 for a



tilt angle o=7° . As radial co-ordinate x increases, the longest bumper-bumper connections are

replaced progressively by shorter connections bumper-septum, septum-frame, frame-bumper.

Here short FS bar-bar connections are not taken into account, since the FS bars have no radial

thickness in the present antenna model. For numerical simplicity in ICANT, both the last

plasma surface and the objects composing the antenna are flat in the (z,y) plane. Field lines in

the CONNECT_SIMPLE code were thus chosen to be tilted straight lines in that plane. To

keep simulations realistic, the structure of the ICANT antenna in the transverse direction x

had thus to be adjusted, so that the simplified magnetic topology in CONNECTJ3IMPLE

produces a similar connection pattern as that obtained with CONNECT_REAL in presence of

the magnetic ripple. Some features, important for particle transport, could be reproduced that

way, such as the poloidally averaged distance between the FS and the bumper shadows. Other

features can hardly be recovered with the above simplifications. For instance, since the

antenna structure is assumed flat in the (z,y) coordinates of ICANT, the curvatures of the

simplified antenna, both in the toroidal and poloidal directions, perfectly match the

corresponding curvatures of the plasma flux surfaces at the edge. This matching is only

approximate in the real geometry. In the CONNECT_SIMPLE routine, only a discrete set of

flux tubes was considered. In view of the 2D transport simulations of the next section, a

reference poloidal plane Z=ZQ was chosen, and in that plane a rectangular mesh of 100*100

intersection points (x,y) was determined. The parallel RF field was then integrated along the

open field lines crossing the reference plane in (x^y). This yields a 2D mapping of RF

potential amplitude, in the reference cross-section :

(3.2.1)

b=Bo/2?o=§zcosa+eysina, oc tilt angle of the magnetic field. (§z,§y) unit vectors in the directions

x and y, s : coordinate along the open field line, such that

scosa

s\, S2 boundaries, S2-S\—Ln{x,y) connection length of the open field line.

A special treatment was applied to the field lines that were not connected on both ends to

the antenna structure. First, their length was put at the prescribed value L//=nq(a)R=27m for

TS. Moreover, the integration of the RF potential was performed within the boundaries of the

space domain simulated by ICANT. The RF potential calculated above induces a rectification

of the plasma DC potential &(x,y). In the present procedure, a simple relation was considered

between the mappings of the RF and DC potentials. Each individual field line was assumed to
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behave like a ID RF-sheath independent of its neighbors. This greatly simplified the

numerical treatment, since it allowed to apply ID formulas widely studied in the literature. In

the present paper, the asymptotic relation from Ref.[18] ^(x,y)=:OA\VRf{x,y)\ was used. The

map of the DC potential <fr(x,y) in the reference plane z=0 for dipole phasing of the TS

antenna is presented in Figure 12 for a =7°. Static voltages reach a maximum of 500V are

~0.4 kV near the FS corners and show up-down symmetry. Notice small poloidal modulations

due to the FS-bars. Large gradients of the potential are also observed, associated with these

modulations and with the steep transitions in the magnetic connections. This means that

convection is indeed could be a powerful transport process locally around the antenna due to

the presence of electric field: E(x,y)=-grad <P(x,y) generated ExB convection. At the same

time, this makes questionable the ID assumption for the sheaths. The ID floating sheath

condition imposes cancellation of the parallel current on each flux tube, whereas this

requirement has actually to be met only on average over a metallic surface. This allows for the

build-up of current loops closing on the surface. The local transverse electric fields, consistent

with the locally flowing cross-field current, given the local cross-field electrical conductivity,

are likely to be less intense than under the ID assumption, leading to a mitigation of the

induced ExB transport. Yet, a fully self-consistent 2D treatment of the sheath rectification

process, together with the particle transport, as proposed in reference [28] for a very simple

geometry, is beyond our present numerical capacities for the real 3D geometry.

3.3. 2D fluid model density transport with RF-sheath generated convection.

In a ID sheath model, the energy flux available for sputtering is proportional to the

IT + T
particle flux and hence the ion density «,-, the plasma sound velocity (c = I-2 L) and the

\ m,

DC potential drop <3> between plasma and the wall on the corresponding magnetic connection.

If Bohm's criterion is fulfilled at the RF-sheath edge, the parallel energy flux Qn can be

written as:

QH~nic,Ze&(x,y) (3.3.1)

where Ze is the charge of accelerated ions.

From the potential distribution &(x,y) one can obtain a corresponding static electric field:

E(x,y) = -V<P(x,y) (3.3.2)

In the presence of the magnetic field one can expect the appearance of sheath-generated

E x B drift velocity [11,19]:
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V _ E X B O 1 **>» 1 d<P
V=———~— T~ex+~7.—T~bXex (3.3.3)

B; B0cosa dy Bo ox

From (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) notice that:

divV = 0 (3.3.4)

and convective velocity vectors are tangential to the equipotential curves. The convection is

stronger near maxima of the DC sheath potential gradient and hence near the FS corners and

the screen bars. As expected qualitatively in section 2, and as sketched on the mapping of the

rectified potential (Figure 12), the direction of the DC electric field (3.3.2) is generally out of

the antenna radialy and poloidaly, since the RF sheath potential drops rapidly out from the

private antenna zone . In the presence of toroidal magnetic field (here 5Z=-3T for TS), the

convective velocity vectors, point mainly from the top to the bottom of antenna.

To study the influence of the convective cells generated in RF-driven sheaths on a

density transport near antenna a simplified 2D numerical model (code CELLS) was

developed. Plasma parameters were assumed constant along field lines, and thus only the 2D

transverse variation of the density had to be solved. The simplified continuity equation for the

density near the antenna, taking into account diffusion, convection due to RF and parallel

transport was taken as follows:

^+di\(-DxV(n) + Vn)+— = 0 (3.3.5)
dt x,,

Here n=ne-nt is the plasma density andDx is a cross-field anomalous diffusion coefficient,

taken here as a constant Im2/s. The parallel losses in the SOL were considered by introducing

L.
an effective parallel life-time : r,, ~ —. The parallel connection lengths near the antenna vary

from one flux tube to the other, and were taken from the CONNECT_SIMPLE mapping

(Figure 11). A more refined treatment should also account for the atomic physics taking place

in the antenna vicinity. In equation (3.3.5) no source term was introduced for the ionization of

neutrals, so that the model is more appropriate to describe a low recycling regime. The

operators in 2D-slab geometry have the form:

divV= \ x/ + —r- ^ ; V . = — ex+ —bxe x . In the calculations

ox cosa ay ox cosa dy

cosa~l. As boundary conditions at the plasma-SOL edge in front of the antenna
n(xmin'JO = no~5x 1018/w~3was imposed, consistently with ICANT profiles and edge density

measurements. Behind the antenna the density was set to n(xmsi.,y ) = 0. In the poloidal
12



direction —(x9,ymsii)
 = (XJmin) = 0 was used. To fulfill these conditions the boundary

dy dy

of the integration region [ x ^ < x < xmiK ly^ <y< )»„ ] was taken sufficiently far from the

antenna, where convection velocity or density behind the antenna towards the wall, tend to

zero. For solving the equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.5) in steady-state regime a finite difference

method was used, leading to the large sparse matrix of the linear problem (see Appendix). For

matrix inversion the standard LDU-decomposition method was employed [29,30],

3.4 Simulation results.

The density distribution obtained by the code CELLS without convection is presented in

Figure 13. Far from the antenna the density decreases with a typical decay length of about

3.5cm. In front of the antenna the faster decrease is explained by the increase of the parallel

losses on short connections, since I^fL{~ 27m) »Z,""'(~ 0.8 — 0.2m). So the bumper limiters

protect the antenna box from the high plasma density. Figure 14 illustrates the effect of the

convection produced by the potentials of the Figure 12. The effectiveness of the ExB

transport is demonstrated by considerable modifications of the density pattern compared to

Figure 13, and by the fact that in front of the antenna, iso-density curves are quite similar to

the iso-potential contours of Figure 12. Indeed if convection is dominant in the particle

balance, equation (3.3.5) writes div(nV)=-(V$xVn).b/JS0=0. As a result of ExB drifts, the

density distribution becomes poloidally asymmetrical: the density in front of the antenna is

ejected by convective streams, a depletion is observed in the upper part and in front of FS. On

the contrary an increase of the local density is observed under the antenna because the local

direction of the stream is from the plasma to the wall. Strong modulations are also associated

with the periodicity of FS bars, especially far in front of the antenna. To summarize these

results and make a link with earlier works in ID, several density profiles are reproduced on

Figure 15. Compared with the reference case without RF (profile 1), the poloidally averaged

profile with RF shows steeper gradients on the plasma side, and then a flatter shape near the

antenna. The density at the radial position of the FS frame is reduced by about 60%. This

average behavior is in qualitative agreement with a result obtained in a ID model [19]. But

individual profiles at several altitudes yo strongly depart from this average tendency. Three of

these local profiles are reproduced in Figure 15, near the top (yo=O.35m) and the bottom of the

FS (yo=-O.35m), and under the antenna structure (yo~O.5m).

Combining the mappings of RF potential and local density through formula (3.3.1), a

2D distribution of parallel heat fluxes Q// is obtained, as shown in Figure 16. For 1MW 1CRF

power coupled to the plasma, the heat flux near the bottom-right FS corner amounts to about
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lMW/m2. This is the order of magnitude expected to produce the damages observed on the FS

[31]. The 2D distribution of Qu differs from both that of n and of <1>. This justifies a posteriori

the efforts to work out simultaneously the voltage and the density patterns. The heat fluxes are

modulated by the presence of FS bars, but the relative modulation amplitude is less than for

the sheath voltages, since lower densities are associated with higher potential regions. While

the RF potentials are similar at the bottom and at the top of the antenna box, the lower part the

box receives twice as much power as the upper part. This is the direct consequence of the RF-

induced density asymmetry, as illustrated by profiles (3) and (4) in Figure 15. The maximal

heat fluxes (about 1.5MW/m2) are found nearer to the equatorial plane.

On most tokamaks, including Tore Supra, impurity production and parasitic heating of

the plasma facing components are increased when the straps are phased in monopole,

reducing the operational limits for ICRF antennas [3, 8]. This is generally attributed to higher

sheath potentials in monopole, but density modifications could also play a role. Figures 17-20

are the equivalents of figures 10, 12, 14 and 16 for monopole phasing of the straps, 1MW

coupled and OF=7°. On switching from dipole to monopole phasing, the most visible

modification in the mapping oiEz (Figure 17) is the change of the symmetry properties of the

figure: under a symmetry with respect to the antenna center, Ez is roughly turned into Ez in

monopole, versus -Ez in dipole. The magnitudes of the electric fields are also larger in

monopole phasing, and new Ez components are generated near the antenna mid-plane, due to

a RF current induced on the septum. These changes produce modifications of the RF

potentials driving the sheaths, as shown in Figure 18. The maximal RF potential is higher by a

factor of about 3 in monopole than in dipole phasing. The structure of the cells is also

modified, in particular high potentials are now present in front of the Faraday screen. The

density distribution produced in monopole phasing is shown in Figure 19. The density pattern

still shows up-down asymmetry. Finally Figure 20 shows the mapping of the RF-induced

losses. Near the equatorial plane, the parallel heat fluxes on the FS frame and on the septum

are increased with respect to dipole phasing. These modifications, together with the RF-

currents induced in the septum, could explain the parasitic septum heating and the larger

impurity production observed in TS in monopole phasing. Close to the lower-right FS corner,

the density reduction in monopole compensates the increase of RF potential and the calculated

heat fluxes are of the same order as in dipole.

All of these simulations were performed in steady state regime. Let us now estimate

the characteristic times of the density transport near powered RF antenna in dipole for typical

TS parameters. From ID RF sheath simulations (see for example [14]), the DC potentials

driving convection set-in within a few RF periods, i.e. in less than 2xlO"7s at the working
14



frequency of 48MHz. The effective time of parallel losses is approximately %lt ~ 10 s

for L,i ~ O.$m;cs ~ 10«jTe(eV)~ 63km/s,T~40eV. The perpendicular diffusion time is

tdif. ~TT ~ 4.10~ s, for DL ~ \m Is and a characteristic radial scale £A;~0.02m. In present

numerical simulations the convective velocity can reach max(Fx)~12km/s, which gives the

characteristic minimal time of convective transport: TCOTV ~ Lx I Vx ~ 2 x 10~6s.The convective

transport due to RF near the antenna is very rapid : icmv < xH «idif which explains fast

changes in edge density profiles during ICRH described in section 2. Unfortunately the time

resolution in Langmuir probe measurements, about 8ms, does not permit a direct evaluation

of such characteristic times. Although intense, the maximum ExB velocity is still only 12% of

the sound velocity, i.e. convection is not expected to cause a significant charge separation in

the SOL plasma. Electroneutrality, an underlying assumption in equation (3.3.5), is thus well

verified.

4. Discussion and Conclusions.

The present work was devoted to experimental and theoretical ICRF-plasma edge

interaction studies on Tore Supra. The heat loads on powered ICRF antennae show systematic

up-down asymmetries, witch were attributed to a poloidal density asymmetry. Besides, a

"pump-out" effect of RF on the density profile in the private zone of the antenna was

observed by Langmuir probe measurements mainly in low-recycling regimes after TS

boronization. This effect disappears with the increase of the distance between antenna and

plasma larger than 2.5cm. Density depletion in front of the antenna is more pronounced as the

RF power increases. A theoretical interpretation of these two experimental facts was is based

on 2D transport modeling of density pattern near antenna taking into account diffusion,

convection due to RF-sheath effects and parallel transport. Sheath-driving voltages were

estimated from a 3D-antenna code, magnetic connections mapping and ID RF-sheath theory

[14-18]. The two-dimensional density pattern obtained numerically is poloidally

inhomogeneous, showing a particle depletion above and in front of the FS, and an over-

density below the antenna structure. More quantitatively, the mean density drop at the radial

position of the FS was estimated about -60% for ~1.0kV driving RF-sheath voltages. These

values should probably be reduced if the assumption of ID sheaths is dropped. But the

general spatial structure of density pattern should remain. A more accurate approach would of

course require a truly self consistent evaluation of the plasma potentials and the density. The

time response of the density profile on RF-power with convection was estimated of the order
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of 10"6s, which is 100 times shorter than the typical characteristic time of perpendicular

density diffusion. The comparison of dipole and monopole phasing of the straps, for the same

RF power of 1MW coupled to the plasma, give higher maximal RF sheath voltages in

monopole : 1.5kVvs l.lkV.

Combining the calculated densities and potentials, a 2D mapping of RF-induced heat

fluxes was obtained. The thermal loads are of the order of lMW/m2, i.e. they can account for

the observed damages on the FS. More interestingly, due to the density asymmetries, the heat

flux distribution is in qualitative agreement with the observed up-down surface temperature

unbalance, while the mapping of the RF potentials cannot totally explain the infrared pictures

of TS antenna. The possibility of poloidal density asymmetry was based on the observation of

asymmetric heat loads, and assessed by numerical simulations. Langmuir probe

measurements definitely prove that an intense RF-induced transport mechanism is at play.

The proposed convection mechanism would deserve a more direct experimental confirmation,

by the simultaneous measurement of the local densities in various points on the antenna

frame. Another way to test the presence of ExB transport, and to discriminate convection

from other possible processes, is via magnetic field reversal. Indeed when the magnetic field

changes sign, the ExB drift velocity reverses, and the heat load patterns around the RF

launching structure are predicted to turn into their symmetric with respect to the antenna

center. Recent changes of the magnetic field direction will make this check possible in a near

future on Tore Supra.
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Appendix.

The continuity equation for density (3.3.5) is solved in steady state regime in the reference

plane S=( x ^ < x < xmm ;y^ < y < y^ ; 2=0) where x,n,,=-0.045m is plasma/SOL

boundary, xraOT=-0.005 (x-axis positive direction is to the plasma wall and strap position in

ICANT is x=+0.01m). Poloidal boundaries: ymin=-0.55m corresponded to antenna bottom and

.ym<B=0.55m to the antenna top (see Fig.10). As sketched in Figure 20, a finite mesh was

introduced in S: (lxt };/=!: NX; fy^j = 1: NY J. The density is given in the knots of the mesh
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(space K): ntJ e K, sheath potentials in the middle of the finite cell (space Q: $ y € C. From

(3.4) one can calculate the convective velocity components as:

f H 1,NX-1;7 = 2, JV7-lfy =
n i

(A.I)

Notice that VxjJ, Vyij eR, the ribs of the finite mesh. Introducing the finite difference

operator GRAD. =V + O(h2) as :

(GRAD, «),, = HMJ~n'J tf = xM - Xi;i = 1:NX-1;

(A.2)

(GRAD, n)u = n'J+1 n'J ;h] = (y,+1 -y^j = 1: NY-1
j

one can see that GRADn e i? (ribs) space. If one introduces a finite difference operator DIV

acting from R (ribs) to K (knots) as:

= liy , I J + <lf „ ' ' ' ; i=2:NX-l-J = 2:NY-l. (A.3)

the differential scheme for (3.3.5) has the order of approximation O(h2) in K :

DIV(-D±GRAD« + V< n >R\. + - ^ = 0 (A.4)

here < n >R is an approximation of n on the ribs to the order O(A ). Equation (A.4) rewrites in

the following form:
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n n (A.5)

where

1; j = 2:NY-l

Using (A.1) and (A.3) one can see that: DIV V = 0 in the numerical scheme, which is

important for the numerical stability of the linear system matrix inversion, since the diagonal

element verify |a<3)| > |a0) + a(2) + a(4) + a(5)|. Boundary conditions for (3.3.5) are :

nhj = n0 prescribed; nNXJ =0; j = 1: NY;

!h±Zlh=0; Vr-'W-.; i = V.NX ^

The matrix form of (A.5) and (A.6) is:

AY = B with

l2,l

lNX,\

M,2

'2,2

(A.7)

lNX,NY

A-is 5-diagonal matrix of dimensions (NX* NY)2. Most of its elements are zero, so the LDU

decomposition method for sparse matrix [29] was used with storage of only non-zero A-

elements [30]. For NX=l00 and 7V7=100, 2D mesh calculation times for CELLS code on

work-station "Alpha Server-2100" (4CPU-300MHz) are about ~2s.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : View of Tore Supra antenna Ql at shutdown. The eroded corner is circled.

Figure 2 : TS26268: (a)- infrared image of antenna Ql during the RF pulse, (b) - visible

light image at the same time with a "hot spot" in the lower right corner.

Figure 3 : Antenna geometry and magnetic field line connecting the bumper to the FS corner

for shot TS27214, with q(a)~3.

Figure 4: Magnetic connections of the Outboard Pumped Limiter (OPL) in shot TS27214.

Figure 5 : Density behavior during shot TS27214. Additional power (dashed line, unit MW),

line integrated density (dash-dotted, unit 2xl019m'2), gas puffing rate (dots, units Pa.m3/s),

and edge density measurements by Langmuir probe (solid, units 1018m"3). Ql and Q5 refer to

the powered antenna.

Figure 6 : Edge density measurements at high edge recycling (Shot TS27382, without

previous boronization).

Figure 7 : Dependence on the RF power of the "pump-out" in front of Ql antenna,

(a) 1MW(TS27372)

(b)1.5MW(TS27374)

Solid curve, density on probe #4 (units 1018m"3)

Dash-dotted curve : line-integrated density, divided by 2xl019m"2

Dots : gas-puffing rate (Pa.m3/s)

Figure 8 : Density measurements by the Langmuir probe (solid, units 1018m"3), and gas-

puffing rate (dots, units Pa.m3/s) for 3 radial positions of antenna Ql behind the limiter.

a) 25mm (shot TS27204)

b) 20mm (TS27205)
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c) 15mm (TS27208)

Figure 9 : Simplified model of TS antenna used in ICANT :

a) 3D view from the plasma;

b) cut of antenna in a poloidal plane.

Figure 10. Imaginary part of the toroidal electric field in front of Ql antenna in dipole phasing

a) E, (x=-0.025m;j, z);

b)Ez(x,y,z=0.l92m).

Figure 11: Connection length mapping near TS antenna, for two a tilt angle a=7° between the

magnetic field and z-axis. White colour means no connection between antenna elements.

Figure 12: DC rectified potential <I>(xo, yo) near Ql antenna for zK).05m, a=7°, dipole

phasing. The voltages were scaled from 0 to 1.5kV to allow easier comparison with figure 18

in monopole phasing. The maximum potential in dipole is 0.55kV.

Figure 13: Density distribution near antenna without the RF power (<x=7°).

Figure 14: Density distribution with convection near the RF antenna in dipole (oc=7°).

Figure 15: Density profiles around the RF antenna in dipole phasing : (1) without RF; (2)-

with 1MW of RF power, poloidaly averaged density in front of FS; (3)- bottom of FS (yo=-

0.35±0.025m); (4)- top of FS(yo=O.35±O.O25m). (5) under the antenna Oo=0.5±0.05m)

Figure 16: Heat flux distribution Q//(xo, yo) with convection near the RF antenna in dipole

(a=7°).

Figure 17: Imaginary part of the electric field Ez(x=-0.025m,y^) in front of FS in monopole.

Figure 18: Sheath-driven potential in monopole (oc=7°).

Figure 19: Density near antenna with RF-sheath convection in monopole (oc=7°).

Figure 20: Heat flux distribution with convection near RF antenna (monopole, oc=7°).

Figure 21: Mesh and discrete values for the 2D code CELLS: wydensity in the knots (K) of

the mesh; sheath potential 3>yin the midle of the finite cell (C), convective velocity: Vxij,Vyjj-

in the midle of the cell ribs (R). Finite cell's index (ij) is the index of the bottom left corner.
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:choc 26268 ;t= 9.53 s

Figure 2.
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Figure 5
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Figure 10 (a).
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Figure 13
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